Minutes TC ARDL Meeting 139th AES Convention New York, USA

Joseph Patzner, Gary Louie, Gordon Reid, Charlie van Winkle, Alex Kosiorek, Brad McCoy, Bill Wray, Nadja Wallaszkovits

1) AES and IASA TC04

IASA should actively ask AES to make the guideline documents standards or at least technical documents, this should bring it into the AES committee level

Approved, we will go ahead with making IASA TC04 AES Tech Doc

2) Website

Slides of last LA presentation, but also other relevant material; Bill Wray proposed videos like Afternoon with Jack Mullin Video – link with our website; particular oral histories we/ archivists are interested, streaming of the files for AES members for free, share/crosslink contents

3) Conference on archiving: 70 delegates needed (50 paying =point of break even) – this could be difficult to reach. Therefore last time FR proposed to organise an additional archiving event (e.g. one day in parallel or pre/after convention) at the LA Convention to serve this audience too.

Discussion about joint promotion through other organisations e.g. IASA, AMIA, ARSC (something like JTS, but under the organisation of AES). More beneficial to AES members when additional day; compromise: one day before a convention; test for a Conference

No answer for facilities, etc. to make it a conference, unsolved problem until now.

Why should I be interested? How to address right people?

When and where?

First step: to form committee, e.g. David Ackerman, Brad McCoy, Dietrich Schueller, Nadja Wallaszkovits involved

Make a proposal for presentations

Call for papers